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Several micromobility schemes have been proposed to augment Mobile IP and provide a faster and smoother handoff than what is achievable by Mobile IP alone, the majority of which can be categorized into either “network prefix-based” or “host-specific forwarding” mobility management protocols, depending on the routing method used. This letter proposes a mobility-aware routing protocol (MARP) which makes use of both of these routing methods using dynamic IP address allocation. Its performance is evaluated and compared against hierarchical Mobile IP (HMIP) and Cellular IP based on handoff performance, end-to-end delivery delay, and scalability. The results demonstrate that MARP is a more robust, flexible, and scalable micromobility protocol, minimizes session disruption, and offers improvements in handoff performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The idea of micromobility was introduced after a number of shortcomings were identified with Mobile IP [1] such as non-localized location management, triangular routing impact on packet delivery delay, and inflight packets being lost during handoff [2]. Inflight packets refer to any packets destined to the mobile node (MN) during handover. Since then several micromobility schemes have been proposed to augment Mobile IP and provide a faster and smoother handoff than what is achievable by Mobile IP alone. HMIP [3], Cellular IP [4], HAWAII [5], and IDMP [6] are some examples of micromobility protocols. Moreover, IETF has recently established another working group to deal with network-based localized mobility management (NetLMM) [7].

The majority of these proposals agree that Mobile IP is suitable for handling macromobility (interdomain mobility) but not the micromobility (intradomain mobility) [8]. Network-prefix-based protocols like HMIP usually require the mobile node (MN) to change its IP address as it changes its point of attachment. The change of IP address causes disruption to ongoing sessions not only due to delays in address acquisition, but also to its impact on other IP-dependant protocols. Alternatively, micromobility protocols that use host-specific forwarding allow MNs to maintain the same IP address but this poses scalability problems as the number of routing entries in the network becomes very high. In addition, these protocols, such as Cellular IP and HAWAII, assume a hierarchical network topology which defeats the robustness and flexibility of an IP routing protocol.

A protocol that does not require an active MN to change its IP address but works on an arbitrary network topology is proposed here. This protocol is known as “mobility-aware routing protocol” or MARP and makes use of network prefix-based as well as host-specific routing to achieve this.

2. OPERATION OF MARP

A dynamic IP address allocation mechanism is suggested for MARP. Each access router (AR) owns a block of IP addresses and IP routing algorithm runs on this address prefix. Figure 1 is used as an example to illustrate the basic operation of MARP. When an MN first attaches to an AR (R1), it is assigned one of the addresses of the AR. The IP address is topologically correct, that is, it has the same network prefix as the AR. This router is designated as the allocating access router (AAR). As long as the MN is connected to AAR, conventional network-prefix-based routing is used to route packets to MN
as per norm. In this example, packets destined to the MN while connected to R1 will go via the following route: Gateway (GW), R5, R4, R3, and R1.

As the MN moves to a new access router (NAR) R2, route update requests are sent towards the GW, AAR, and old access routes (OARs). The NAR is then acknowledged by route-update reply messages that the routing path(s) have been updated. When this is done, host-specific entries (HSEs) overwrite the routing entries in R3 but not in R4 and R5 whose network-prefix-based routing entries targeting AAR are sufficient for forwarding packets towards R2. Moreover, an HSE is also installed in AAR and any OARs. This enables the redirection of packets that would otherwise be lost in flight whilst the new host-specific route is being installed. The idea of creating forwarding entries between NAR and OAR is similar to the fast handoff operation for Mobile IPv6 that creates a temporary tunnel between NAR and OAR as specified in [9]. When the mobile “switches off” or moves to idle mode, the IP address is returned to the AAR, and the host-specific routes are deleted either by explicit signaling or upon timer expiry. Note that a paging function based on [3] is also incorporated in MARP. As described, micromobility complements Mobile IP which is the default macromobility protocol. If the MN is at a foreign network, it also performs a registration and binding update with its HA and its corresponding node (CN), according to the specification of Mobile IP.

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance of MARP was evaluated by a simulation model implemented in OPNET [10]. OPNET Modeler is used by some of the world’s largest network equipment manufacturers to accelerate the R&D of network devices and technologies, and offers a comprehensive library of detailed protocol and application models when it comes to IP-related technologies. MARP was compared to Cellular IPv6 and HMIP which were modeled based on the latest IETF-drafts, [3, 11], respectively.

3.1. Simulation model

Figure 2 shows the network level view of the model. It consists of a Mobile IP home agent (HA), a GW, 16 ARs, and a variable number of MNs. The traffic-source and traffic-sink nodes represent correspondent nodes (CNs) of MNs as packet sender and receiver, respectively. The MNs move within the network (coverage area of 800 m × 800 m) and can attach to any of the 16 ARs (each covering 100 m × 100 m). A bursty ON/OFF traffic source is used with a rate of 50 packets per second during the ON period.

The mobility model used in the simulations is a random waypoint model with mean-pause time of 60 seconds, which is exponentially distributed, and a velocity selected from a predefined range. An ideal wireless model that assumes perfect coverage, no propagation delay, and no transmission errors is used. Hence, packets transmitted over the wireless interface encounter no transmission error or loss. All routers are assumed to have an unlimited buffer size. As such, the only reason for packet loss is merely due to interruption during handoff. Furthermore, handoffs at layer two and below are instantaneous, that is, hard handoffs. All fixed links are of 10 Mbps, with delay of 5 milliseconds, whereas the effective data rate of wireless link is 1.5 Mbps. Timer values associated with the MN mobility states for MARP are the same as in [4], that is, ready time (30 seconds), route update time (3 seconds), route timeout (9 seconds), paging update time (180 seconds), and paging timeout (540 seconds).

3.2. Handoff performance

The handoff performance is first studied with focus on the packet loss during handover execution. The ON/OFF traffic model, used in the simulation model, allows the MNs to alternate between active and idle modes. Figure 3 shows the mean packet loss ratio (p) for different MN speeds of no-touch for the simulation. p is obtained by running the simulation several times, recording the packet loss ratio at all involved MNs, and obtaining the average as

\[ p = \frac{1}{nm} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\delta_{ij}}{\epsilon_i}, \]

where \( \epsilon_i = \beta_j t_{ON}; \)

\( \delta_{ij} \) is the number of packets lost during a handover at one MN; \( \epsilon_i \) is the number of packets sent to that MN within the time interval \( t_{ON} \); \( \beta_j \) is the packet interarrival rate at CN; \( t_{ON} \) is the time for which CN is active; \( m \) is the number of MNs; and \( n \) is the total number of simulation runs.

MARP gives the best handoff performance among the three protocols, offering the least packet loss. This is because of the route updates sent to the OARs and AAR by the MN which ensures that packets are diverted towards the MN’s current AR. Hence, in-flight packets are not lost during a handoff for MARP. Note that if HMIP implements fast handover, its performance is closer to MARP. However, MARP would still establish a better handover performance as HMIP will have to wait for DHCP to complete.

3.3. Scalability

Figure 4 shows the maximum as well as the average number of HSEs created in the ARs (including the GW) for all three schemes. Here, HSEs refer to any routing entry created for an MN, namely, route cache in Cellular IP, binding cache in HMIP, and host-specific forwarding entry in MARP.

It can be seen that the number of HSEs for Cellular IP is consistently higher than that of MARP and HMIP. The number of HSEs is significantly lower for MARP as not all MNs require an HSE in the GW. This is because for stationary MNs or MNs which do not move away from their AAR, the normal IP network-prefix-based routing is sufficient for delivering packets to an MN and hence no new HSEs need to be created. In addition, HSEs are only created in limited number of ARs based on the rule described in Section 2.

3.4. Delivery delay

The three schemes are further compared in terms of end-to-end packet delivery delay. Data delivery in this case is based
Figure 1: An example illustrating how M ARP operates.

Figure 2: Simulation model (Network level view).

Figure 3: Mean packet loss ratio versus MN speed.

Figure 4: Total number of HSEs in ARs & GW.

on communication between an MN and a CN within the same micromobility domain. This is to reduce the effect and uncertainty of delay created in the global Internet and to focus on local mobility. Since the focus of this set of simulation is on packet delivery delay rather than the handoff performance, a less dynamic mobility was used. MNs are moving at a speed of 5 m/s and a mean pause time of 120 seconds.

Figure 5 shows the end-to-end data packet delivery delay for different network loads in the model. It shows that HMIP and MARP perform better than Cellular IP. This is because both HMIP and MARP always use the optimum path to deliver packet from CN to MN. In contrast, Cellular IP makes use of per-host forwarding entries exclusively and sets up tree-based hierarchical delivery path between CN and GW and between MN and GW. All packets created by CN are first routed towards the GW, and then delivered downlink to the MN using the forwarding entry in all the ARs involved. Such delivery path does not make use of alternative shorter paths available between MN and CN. This results in longer end-to-end delivery delay.
4. CONCLUSION

MARP eliminates some common deficiencies of micromobility protocols but retains the salient features. It makes use of both network-prefix-based routing and host-specific forwarding but HSEs are only limited to a small set of routers thereby reducing the size of forwarding table. This makes MARP scalable while effectively tackling intradomain mobility of MN on per-host basis. The routers with MARP capability can be deployed in the Mobile IP network in a seamless way as it interoperates with Mobile IP as well as with the conventional prefix-based IP routing.
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Figure 5: End-to-end intradomain delivery delay.